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3. 3 LINGUISTICS:
A semantic study allows us to understand the message inscribed on the front and back
ofsprat
On the front, there are signs in the garrison and on the sheet. (Photo A).
In the fitting is engraved the sun symbol, inside the circIe.
In the sheet, a runic inscription which gives transliteration :

VATH. TRE. TEV . VETA. ALLA.
a. VATH root function is protection of the father, why the word appears V ATHER
(the man who protects, the father).
b. The TRE word means tree, ash YGGDRASlL, the Wodd Tree, a giant,
perennial and protector.
c. The term VET me ans ancjent, old man.
d. VETA ALLA expression is a phrase pluralized, VETA dative plural, and ALLA,
the plural of ALL. Translation: all the elders. Therefore the translation is:
Protection, Ancient Tree, all the Elders. It IS therefore a call to one of the ancient
Viking myths.
On the reverse, there inscriptions on the garrison and on the sheet. (Photo B).
In the garrison, inside in the circIe, two intedocking runic I etters:
"TERAN and ANZUS". IERAN is the time of the year; ANZUS is the Father of
Science, Wisdom and Art. The cosmogram is: The time of God. (Odin).

In the sheet, a runic inscription which gives transliteration:
FÖNK. RISTATHE. RUNÖRNA
a. The word FÖNK is a patronymic, meaning hunter.

b. The ward RISTA11IE means recorder.
c. The word RUNÖRNA is the pi ural of rWle, the completion of "Na" is the
genitive plural, DANO of "rWles"
Therefore, the translatIOn is: FÖNK, rune caster. Is the certificate that has made
a play for signature.
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